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PDF 3,0M Signaler ce document 1Academic disputes on prostitution in exotic countries probably insist too
much on specific aspects of this phenomenon. In Southeast Asia, as everywhere, prostitution should be
considered a business, a trade, a deal between a woman or a man who has something she he is willing to sell
and a customer who wants to buy it. The shocking part of the transaction is that, in this case, what is bought
and sold are bodies, or more exactly sexual services. In fact, the most important aspect of prostitutionâ€”in
France, in Brazil, or in Thailandâ€”is money, usually cash money. This is indeed the first element to keep in
mind: How did prostitution come to Thai society? Why do women choose to work as prostitutes when they
could have found alternative work? Who are their customers? What are the official and local academic
positions and discourses on prostitution? How large is the role of prostitution in the national economy? What
is the actual influence of the West? And, of course, what the cultural obstacles and inducements that could at
least partially explain the huge number of prostitutes in this country. Generally speaking, works by European
researchers focus on that part of Thai prostitution that exists between Thai women and western men. On the
other hand, numerous Thai scholars, journalists, officials, and novelists have written about prostitution for
locals, but their works have not been translated and remain little known. Well-known historian and
lexicographer M. However, I have never found kansopheni in a document. The standard modern Thai word for
prostitute is sopheni, but, as in many languages, an impressive number of terms and expressions can be found
in Thai to designate female prostitutes. A slang dictionary gives, for example: Also, quite a number of other
words and expressions could be mentioned such as ying borikan service girls or ying khon chua bad women or
the Pali word khanika. In northern Thai Suwannaphatthana However, I have never found a true explanation.
The word lakhon being a general term to name all kinds of theatrical entertainments, it could be hypothesized
that, in older times, prostitutes used to be dancers or actresses. This is the Cantonese pronunciation of the
Mandarin yin drink and cha tea. Not all ying yam cha or girls attending tea room clientsâ€”yam cha for
shortâ€”may have automatically provided sexual services in the former period Mahatanobon However, the
expression is now synonymous with low-class prostitutes working in brothels locally called rong nam cha tea
lounges. One of the oldest Thai dictionariesâ€”published in by American missionariesâ€”gives the following
explanation for nakhon sophini: European languages also have positive or neutral expressions to designate
prostitutes. The first category served the princes and the nobility while the second served the ordinary people
Kabinsing The two words are known in the Thai language, but neither is pejorative. An article in one of the
most popular Thai weeklies, Khu sang khu som, explained that, at the time of the Buddha, not just any woman
could become a ying nakhon sopheni but only those who were pretty to a certain degree Thongprasoet It
could come from curry, as the two words have exactly the same spelling in Thai; 5 or kari prostitute could be a
deformation of kali, a word that designates the flower of the hemp Faeng-em n. However, neither of the
explanations is particularly pejorative. The mia chao rented wife is probably an ancient institution connected
with foreigners settling in the country for a while. It is beyond doubt that mia chao or mae chang the Lao
equivalent 7 can be classified as prostitutes by definition, but their status is often viewed as intermediate.
Finally, song alone retained the meaning of brothel though the expression song chon is still used when
reference is made to angyi, the Chinese secret societies, a song chon being, according to the law, a place where
more than four criminals meet Wisut However, the method of counting was not supplied Chunlaniphat Three
years later, Khunying Pierra Vejjabul, a well-known social and health activist, put the prostitute population at ,
The Nation, December 27, A reference book on Thailand noted that in the mids between , and one million
prostitutes were working in Thailand, but the range is so huge that it is of little use Tuchrello The situation
was, however, then judged alarming. Official number of prostitutes in Thailand between and Year.
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The Development of Labor Institutions in Thailand. The Thailand Experience," Asian Survey, Survey Before
Development in Thai Villages. Phra Phimonlatham saphath ra pai bamphen s tsanakit th sahaph p pham ph.
Mah Cul longkon R tchawitthay lai, Acts on the Administsration of the Buddhist Order of Sangha. Mah
makut r tchawitthay lai. Books are listed by title, in alphabetical order. Translated by Lamoon Rattakorn and
edited by Saul Pollack. L o mai m arai t m arai [Looking at Laos: The Lao have Nothing, but Have
Something]. L kp Child of the Forest. The objectives of this paper are threefold: Profile of Northern Thailand.
Aspects of a Genre. Davidson and Helen Cordell, eds. Considers the relationship between literature and
politics. Manas Chitakasem and Andrew Turton, eds. Thai Constructions of Knowledge. Suirwong Book
Centre, []. A useful work for anyone attempting to work with the large corpus of northern Thai texts. Also
discusses some of the historiographic problems of northern Thai history. One of the best Thai-Thai
dictionaries. Th o Suran r. The Fine Arts Department. Translated in abridged form by M. Sap K nphim,
Compulsory Education in Thailand. The Police Press, Thamn p ongkon phatthan kkachon ph k s n, Directory
of Private Development Organizations in Northeastern Thailand, Sath ban wicai lae phatthan Mah witthay lai
Khon K n, Economic Development and Policies: Case Study of Thailand. Efficiency in resource use and the
policies required to remove distortions ion the cost structure are stressed throughout the book. Themes in
Southeast Asian Art. Demographic and Economic Forecasting: A Pilot Study for Thailand. Households and
Their Characteristics in the Kingdom of Thailand: Consumer Expenditures in Thailand: Analysis of Thai
Survey Data. University of Florida Libraries. The sheer scope of the work, completed with minimal topical
arrangement of materials and the absence of an index, make this bibliography difficult to use. One helpful
feature is a list of Library of Congress holdings of English-language newspapers and periodicals published in
Thailand, plus an identification of U. Some entries are annotated. Also contains a useful list of English
language newspapers and periodicals published in Thailand. Enrollment and Educational Cost in Thailand.
Collection of Reprints from the Journals of the Siam Society. Contains an excellent bibliography of works in
both Thai and other languages on Siamese drama and performing arts. The Process of Modernization and the
Transformation of Values. Thammasat University Press, Dance, Drama, and Theatre in Thailand: The Process
of Development and Modernization. University of Ottawa Press. Historical Dictionary of Thailand. Four
Essays on Thailand, Bryan Hunsaker, et al. Pas son L o lae si kan l ang kao, panh mai Cao Anu, Samnakphim
camn i S. Ruang kao panh mai" Cao Anu: Kith and Kin Politics: The Relationship between Laos and Thailand.
Manila and Wollongong, Australia: Journal of Contemporary Asia Publishers. London and New York:
Chamlong Srimuang and the New Thai Politics. An account of recent developments in Thai politics. Dramatic
events, such as the military coup and the popular anti-military uprising of May , have challenged conventional
views of the Thai political order. The armed forces can no longer take their traditional dominance for granted.
The military and the bureaucracy are under threat from new sources of power from dissident religious
movements, local politicians in Bangkok, the opposition, NGOs, and a critical mass media. A celibate and
vegetarian with no worldly possessions, he is best known for spearheading the mass protest which ousted
military strongman Suchinda Kraprayoon from the premiership in This book examines his career.
Professional soldiers and political soldiers; Chapter 3: Local power in the Thai capital; Chapter 5: More than a
faction, less than a party; Chapter 5: In search of an indigenous Thai ideology; Chapter 7: The marketing of a
Thai political personality; Chapter 8: The crisis of Black May: This is the only single-authored, research-based
book on contemporary Thai politics currently available, so I think it is well worth buying. Surveying and
Exploring in Siam. Indigenous Peoples of Southeast Asia. Don McCaskill and Ken Kampe, eds. The Politics
of Heroin: Studies in the Failure of U. Read and Leonard P. The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia. Scott,
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and Tamasak Witayapanyanon. Historical Sketch of Protestant Missions in Siam, The Bangkok Times Press.
It is particularly useful for the cultural and botanical entries. University of British Columbia Press. A Half
Century among the Siamese and the Lao. Strike Up the Ban? Contributions by scholars who have carried out
recent research among tribals and others in northern Thailand. Today in Thailand Siam. Lim Joo-Jock and
Vani S. Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. Institute for Southeast Asian Studies. Macmillan Press and New
York: Foundation for Advanced Studies on International Development: International Development Research
Institute.
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Mainz Verlag Philipp von Zabern , A day like any other day. New Delhi Vikas Publishing House , Indian
Ritual and Belief: The Keys of Power. New Delhi Usha Publications , The Akbar Nama of Abu-l-Fazl:
Translated from the Persian by H. Reprint of the Calcutta edition. Lahore Book Traders , n. An Encyclopaedia
of Hindu Architecture. Originally published London Ursprung und Form der Buddhagestalt. Socio-Economic
Survey of Rupa: A Sherdukpen Village in Arunachal Pradesh. Census of India Koninklijk Bataviaasch
Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen. Voor de uitgave bewerkt door M. The Hague Martinus Nijhoff ,
Batavia
Landsdrukkerij
,
Vedavyasapranitamahabharatantargata
Srimadbhagavadgita
Srimadhusudanasarasvati
virachitaya
Gudharthadipikakhyaya
vyakhyaya
tatha
sridharasvamiviracitasubodhinyakhyaya vyakhyaya sameta. Punyakhyapattane Hari Narayana Apte , The God
of Justice of Kumaun Himalayas. Almora Shree Almora Book Depot , The Archaeology of India.
Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies. New Delhi Museums Association of India , Indien von einem Inder
gesehen. Berlin Deutsche Verlagsgesellschaft , Thailand, Land der Freien. Leipzig Wilhelm Goldmann
Verlag , Cornell University , A History of Indian Buddhism: From Sakyamuni to Early Mahayana. Asian
Studies at Hawaii. University of Hawaii Press , By the poet Alagiyawanna Mukaweti Mohottala. Revised and
paraphrased with commentary by W. A History of Gujarat in Persian. Edited by Syed Nawab Ali. With
foreword by Jadunath Sarkar. Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement Persian Text. Edition limited to copies. Baroda
Oriental Institute , The Nehrus and the Gandhis. With an introduction by Salman Rushdie. London Picador ,
The Cambridge Shorter History of India. Cambridge University Press , The Rise of Civilization in India and
Pakistan. A Scrapbook of British India, London Book Club Associates , Lives of the Indian Princes. London
Century Publishing , An introduction to the Thai language with exercises and answer key The Religious Life
of India. Publishing House , Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur, Mainz. Abhandlungen der
geistes- und sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse. The Coinage of the Gupta Empire. Corpus of Indian Coins.
Varanasi Numismatic Society of India , State and Government in Ancient India. Reprint of the third revised
and enlarged edition of Delhi Motilal Banarsidass , Malay Customs and Traditions. Singapore Eastern
Universities Press , Kathmandu Ratna Pustak Bhandar , Rajasthani Paintings from Nathdvara. Ahmedabad
Mapin Publishing , The Ambalangoda Mask Museum. Edited and translated by C. Reise durch die Malediven.
Hannover Landbuch-Verlag , Bangkok Chalermnit Verlag , []. Bangkok Duang Kamon , With texts by 14
contributors on the painted cloths of India. Bombay Marg Publications , Mansions of the Sun: The Indian
Desert Thaar. With photographs by Vivek Anand. Easy Steps to Sinhalese. Especially adapted for Europeans.
Colombo The Wesleyan Mission Press , Bulletin of the Archaeological Survey of India. With Notes and
Glossary. New Delhi Award Publishing House , A Manual of the Bengali Language. Originally published
Cambridge The Festivals of Nepal. Rangoon Superintendent, Government Printing and Stationery ,
Languages of Asia and Africa. Edited by Naraianikutti Unnikrishnan. Edited with critical and explanatory
notes by Yashwant Vasudev Athalye, together with introduction and English translation of the text by
Mahadev Rajaram Bodas. Poona Bhandarkar Institute Press , Chrestomathie der Hindi-Prosa des Madras
Privately Printed , The Script and Pronunciation of Modern Tamil. Essays on Thai Folklore.
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Last days of Ahom monarchy: Includes bibliographical references p. Richard Davis Fund and Dept. History of
Assam during the Ahom rule. Tai Ahoms and the stars: English, Thai, and Ahom roman and Ahom scripts.
History of Thai literature: Government of Assam in the Dept. Title also in Thai and Ahom. Texts in Ahom
with Thai and English translations. Thai and Ahom Thai script. Ahom, Assamese, and English. First published
in Barua, Harakanta, ca. Assam buranji; or, A history of Assam from the commencement of the Ahom rule to
the British occupation of Assam in A. Occasional paper ; no. Master microform held by: The history of
medieval Assam from the thirteenth to the seventeenth century: Goswami, Surendra Kumar, A history of
revenue administration in Assam, A. Ahom-buranji, from the earliest time to the end of Ahom rule: Barua,
Golap Chandra, rai sahib. Leaves omit even nos. Tungkhungia buranji; or, A history of Assam, A. Wade, John
Peter, d. An account of Assam. Comprises English translations of three anonymous Assamese Comprises
English translations of three anonymous Assamese historical works buranjis prepared for Wade and edited
from the MS. The history of the Ahom kings. A geographical sketch of Assam. Assam India -- History. The
history of medieval Assam, from the thirteenth to the seventeenth century; a critical and comprehensive
history of Assam during the first four centuries of Ahom rule, based on original Assamese sources, available
both in India and England EDITION: Assam in the Ahom age, ; being politico-economic and socio-cultural
studies.
Chapter 5 : So Sethaputra | LibraryThing
PASSWORD English-Thai Learner's Dictionary Â© K DICTIONARIES LTD KERNERMAN SEMI-BILINGUAL
DICTIONARIES Based on the semi-bilingual approach to lexicography for foreign language learners developed by
Lionel Kernerman.

Chapter 6 : A Selected Bibliography on Ahoms | Assam Portal
Photchananukrom Thai Khamu-`Angkrit = Thai-Khmu-English dictionary / Suwilai Premsirat phuwichai lae ruapruam ;
Mayuri Phuaphansutdi phuchuai wichai lae chattham rabop khomun khomphiutoe.

Chapter 7 : Die besten WÃ¶rterbÃ¼cher, um Thai zu lernen.
Summary: This dictionary is a handier edition of the New Model Thai-English Dictionary, Library Edition. In order to
reduce the bulk of the book, the thousands of illustratives sentences which form the chief feature of the larger work have
been dicarded in favour of skeletion phrases.
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